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Pregel was recently introduced as a scalable graph mining system that can provide significant 
performance improvements over traditional MapReduce implementations. Pregel follows the Bulk 
Synchronous Parallel (BSP) programming model; it uses asynchronous message passing to better 
balance computation and communication. However, achieving an optimal balance is not 
straightforward. Existing implementations rely primarily on graph partitioning at a preprocessing step. 
However, graph partitioning alone is insufficient for minimizing execution time, especially where data is 
very large or the runtime behavior of the algorithm is unknown. To this end, we introduce Mizan, a y g g
Pregel clone that achieves efficient load balancing to better adapt to changes in computing needs. 
Unlike existing approaches, Mizan does not assume any a-priori knowledge of the structure of the 
graph or the behavior of the algorithm. Instead, it monitors the runtime characteristics of the system 
and performs efficient fine-grain vertex migration to balance computation and communication. Mizanp g g p
outperforms Giraph (a popular Pregel implementation) by over 200% across a wide array of algorithms 
and datasets. Especially for highly-dynamic workloads, Mizan provides up to 84% improvement over 
techniques leveraging static graph pre-partitioning. 
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